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A++ Only Engineering College in Tamil Nadu with Highest NAAC Grade consecutively in Cycle 1 and 2

Call: 98422 21292, 99429 55540
Website: www.mcet.in
MCET at a glance

- A part of Sakthi Group of Companies and has strong legacy on technical education since 1957.
- An Autonomous institution since 2011 and is approved by AICTE, New Delhi and affiliated to Anna University, Chennai.
- 9 UG programmes, 6 PG programmes and 5 Research programmes (Ph.D).
- Accredited by NBA tier-1 and obtained the highest NAAC Grade consecutively two times in Cycle I (A Grade) and Cycle 2 (A++) Grade.
- 7 UG programmes are Tier-I accredited by NBA.
- Platinum ranking in AICTE- CII survey consecutively for two years and also placed in B (Rank between 26th and 60th) in ATAL Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA) 2020.
- Institution Innovation Council (IIC) was established at MCET as per the norms of MHRD and secured Five Stars for innovation activities in the southern region of India.
- Secured Top 10 Ranking among the 55 Autonomous Colleges under Anna University, Chennai for its Academic Performance consistently.
- Awarding 2.5 crore scholarships to merit-cum-mean students under Arutchelvar Vidhyasakthi Scholarship (AVS) and Dr. N M Tuition Fee Waiver Scheme (TWF).
- A progressive tie-ups with industries like TVS Motor Company, SACL, VVDN etc., for students’ internship, placement and research activities.
- Housed 18 Centers of Excellence for up skilling students’ practical knowledge and an extra mile to industrial automation.
- Four Techno commercial ventures (VVDN, Caresoft, ABT Maruti, ABT infocloud) are functioning inside the campus.
- Well-stacked library resources around 63,000 books and digital library facility.
- More than 25 Clubs and Associations are actively functioning for the holistic development of students.
- Excellent indoor and outdoor facilities are available to outshine students’ sports talents.
- Consistent milestone in placement with 90% every year with 150+ prominent recruiters.
- Industry connect viz. Students Talent Enhancement Programme (STEP)

PROGRAMMES

B.E. / B.Tech
(**Tier 1 - Accredited by NBA)
- Mechanical Engg.
- Automobile Engg.
- Civil Engg.
- Electrical & Electronics Engg.
- Electronics & Communication Engg.
- Electronics & Instrumentation Engg.
- Computer Science & Engg.
- Information Technology
- Artificial Intelligence & Data Science
- Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning*
- Biotechnology*

M.E / MCA
- CAD / CAM
- Computer Science & Engg.
- Communication Systems
- Structural Engg.
- Embedded System Technologies
- Master of Computer Application

Ph.D
- Mechanical Engg.
- Electronics & Communication Engg.
- Computer Science & Engg.
- Civil Engg.
- Physics

*From AY 2022-23
14,500+ Students Graduated

Tier 1 Accredited Courses (Mech, Auto, Civil, EEE, ECE, EIE & CSE)

11 YEARS of Autonomous Status

One among Top 50 Colleges in India

ARIIA

Academic Performance among the 55 Autonomous Institutions under Anna University for the past successive three years

TOP 10

Platinum rating
18 Centers of Excellence
in collaboration with leading industries

Internship
1000+
Students benefitted every year

Industry Relations
150+
Prominent Recruiters

Techno Commercial Ventures @ MCET
90% Placement Record

Recruitment Partners

Cognizant
GenC NEXT

VVQN Technologies

Mphasis

The Next Applied

Capgemini

Accenture

Zoho

TCS

Ninja Hiring

Infosys

NTT Data

Wipro

Kaar

Hexaware

GoFruGal

Experience simplicity

Tringapps

CodingMart

Mr. Cooper

Full

Aspire Systems

Attentio, Simvar

Burningglass

Expedient Horizons

Rane

CarestIt

Thoughtworks

Tessolve

Brakes India Private Limited

Onebill

Tafe

Caterpillar

Tech Mahindra

Virtusa

and many more...

2.5 Crore Scholarship

Arutchevar Vidhya Sakthi Scholarship (AVS)

100% Tuition Fee Waiver on merit cum means basis

400 Students benefitted every year
Join us to discover the new world of e-LEARNING
3000+Tabs
Provided to Students since 2017

An exclusive tie-up with Capgemini
for Training and Placement instilling the Industry Institute Rapport

MoUs with 100+
Top-notch Companies

and many more
MCET MILESTONES

1. NBA Accredited in Tier I - Auto, Civil, EIE
2. Civil Research Centre

ECE Research Centre
1. Attained Autonomy Status
2. B.E. EIE

NBA accredited in Tier I - Mech, ECE, CSE, IT, EEE

1- A Grade from NAAC – Cycle 1
2. M.E., Communication Systems & Structural Engineering

ABT Infotech by Dr. APJ
2. B.E., EEE

M.E. CAD/CAM, M.E., CSE
Permanent Affiliation to B.E., Mech by AU

Launched Apple Distinguished School
B.Tech IT

Genesis of MCET with B.E., Mech, ECE & CSE

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

B.Tech AI & DS

1. NBA reaccreditation in Tier I Auto, Civil, EIE
2. M.E., Embedded Systems

1. NBA reaccreditation in Tier I - Mech, CSE, ECE, EEE
2. Physics Research Centre

1. B.E., Automobile & Civil Engineering
2. NBA Accreditation Mech, ECE, CSE & MCA

E.E Research Centre
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

Mechanical Research Centre

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

1. NAAC A++, grade in - Cycle 2
2. Platinum Ranking by AICTE CII Survey of Industry
Clubs and Associations
20+
for Holistic Development

SGS | NSS | NCC | Photography | Tamil Mandram | Fine Arts | Quiz | and many more

Sports and Games
Anna University Zone - 10
overall
Champion
for three times consecutively

100% Tuition Fee Waiver
for deserving Sport Persons

Udumalai Road, Pollachi-642 003. ✉: admissions@mcet.in. ☎: www.mcet.in
☎ 98422 21292 / 99429 55540. Ph: 04259 - 236030 / 40, 237766 / 88

NIA